ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
seen transitioning to both 'b' and 'e'. Sequence variability at branch points is not simply 179 biological noise but reflects a controlled aspect of song that is stable over days and weeks 180 and modulated by social context (Hampton et al. 2009; Heinig et al. 2014; James and Sakata 181 2014; Matheson and Sakata 2015; Okanoya and Yamaguchi 1997; Sakata et al. 2008; 182 Warren et al. 2012) . Stereotyped and branch point sequences were identified during 183 manual labeling and confirmed using bigram plots (e.g., Fujimoto et al. 2011; Heinig et al. 184 2014; Kakishita et al. 2009; Matheson et al. 2015; Okanoya and Yamaguchi 1997) . We Changes to song tempo were analyzed using methods similar to previous studies (Cooper 208 et al. 2012; James and Sakata 2014) . Specifically, we identified a single, commonly produced sequence in an individual's songs (e.g., 'mnop' in Figure 1 ) and measured the 210 duration of all syllables and inter-syllable gaps within the sequence. Because the songs of 211 young and older adult birds could have been acquired under different recording conditions, 212 we compared normalized acoustic envelopes of syllable sequences to assess changes to 213 song tempo. For this, we extracted the waveform of the sequence then rectified, smoothed
214
(5 ms square window), and resampled (1 kHz) the waveform. Thereafter, we normalized 215 the envelope between 0 and 1 using the minimum and peak values. After this 216 normalization, the amplitude traces across ages and contexts were comparable, and we 217 applied a common threshold on these normalized traces to find syllable onsets and offsets To analyze changes to syllable structure, we analyzed the fundamental frequency (FF) of 236 syllables that had distinct and stable harmonic structure (n=33 syllables from 14 males; 237 e.g., syllables 'c' and 'd' in Figure 1) 
RESULTS

289
Relationship between context-and age-dependent changes to syllable sequencing
290
The variability with which syllables are sequenced within spontaneously produced 291 undirected (UD) song generally decreases over time (James and Sakata 2014 adult Bengalese finches produce female-directed (FD) song relative to when they produce 296 UD song (Hampton et al. 2009; Heinig et al. 2014; Matheson et al. 2015; Sakata et al. 2008 The correlation between context-and age-dependent changes to transition entropy 324 suggested the possibility that individual transition probabilities could change in similar 325 manners across social context and age. However, because distinct types of changes to 326 syllable sequencing could drive similar changes to entropy, it remained possible that 327 context-and age-dependent changes to specific sequences could be independent.
328
Therefore, we assessed the relationship between context-and age-dependent changes to from UD young to FD young song was significantly less than zero, confirming that young adult bird; t 13 =2.6, p=0.0201). Analyses of the percent changes from UD young to UD older song and 365 from FD young to UD older song were consistent with the previous analysis: the percent change 366 in sequence durations from UD young to UD older was significantly less than zero (per bird; 367 p=0.0044), indicating that UD song became faster over time, and the percent change from 368 FD young to UD older was not significantly different from zero (per bird; p=0.2883), supporting 369 the previous analysis that song tempo was similar between FD young to UD older songs. Given 370 these patterns, it is not surprising that the magnitudes of context-and age-dependent 371 changes to sequence durations were not statistically different ( Figure 3B ; per bird; 372 F 1,13 =1.3, p=0.2790). We then analyzed the degree to which variation in context-dependent changes to gap, 400 syllable, and sequence durations predicted variation in age-dependent changes. The 401 magnitudes of context-and age-dependent changes to the total duration of gaps within a 402 sequence were significantly and positively correlated ( Figure 3C; Figure 3D ; per bird; r=-0.07, n=14, p=0.8141).
411
The lack of correlation at the sequence level, despite the correlation at the gap level, is 412 likely due to the lack of correlation between context and age effects on syllable durations 413 and the fact that syllables contribute more to sequence durations than gaps. Relationship between context-and age-dependent changes to syllable structure
422
The fundamental frequency (FF) of syllables with flat, harmonic structure is higher and less 423 variable when male Bengalese finches produce FD song than when they produce UD song 424 (Hampton et al. 2009; Matheson et al. 2015; Sakata et al. 2008 across social contexts and a 6.2% decrease with age ( Figure 4C ). For both examples, the 445 direction in which mean FF changed was similar across social contexts and age. As such,
446
there was a significant and positive relationship between the magnitudes of context-and 447 age-dependent changes to mean FF across all syllables ( Figure 4D ; per syllable; F 1,27.0 =9.4, 448 p=0.0049).
450
There was generally a linear relationship between context-and age-dependent changes to 451 the variability of FF. For example, for the syllable summarized in Figure 4B , the variability 452 of FF decreased from UD young song (0.052) to FD young song (0.027) and to UD older song 453 (0.028), which corresponded to a 48% and 46% decrease in the variability of FF, 454 respectively, across social contexts and age. For the syllable summarized in Figure 4C, Because the UD songs of young adults change towards the structure of FD young songs over 484 time, the 'performance model' interprets age-dependent changes to song as increases in 485 vocal performance, possibly due to practice. While the two models are consistent in their 486 predictions about age-dependent changes to UD song, the models differ in their predictions 487 regarding age-dependent changes to FD song. The 'performance model' predicts that the age-dependent changes to song are the result of an overall increase in vocal performance.
489
Thus, the age-dependent changes observed for UD songs should similarly be observed for 490 FD songs: gap durations and sequence variability of FD songs should decrease over time 491 ( Figure 5A ). In contrast, the 'target model' predicts that the FD young song represents the 492 stable target for age-dependent change, and thus FD song should not change across time 493 ( Figure 5A ). As such, the target but not performance model predicts a significant 494 interaction between age and social context on transition entropy and gap durations 495 whereas the performance but not target model predicts significant and independent effects 496 of age and context.
498
We were able to collect renditions of UD and FD songs from 7 Bengalese finches when they 499 were both young and older adults to test these models of vocal motor change. When 500 simultaneously examining context-and age-dependent changes to sequence variability 501 (n=21 branch points in 7 birds), we found a significant effect of age (per branch point; Figure 5B shorter in older adults than in younger adults (per gap: p=0.0085; Figure 5C ). Vu et al. 1994; Wang et al. 2008; Yu and Margoliash 1996) . Therefore, we 567 propose that context-and age-dependent changes to syllable sequencing at branch points 568 and to gap durations are mediated by neurophysiological changes in HVC.
570
The control and plasticity of song are also regulated by activity in the anterior forebrain 571 pathway (AFP), a circuit that is homologous to cortical-basal ganglia-thalamic loops in 572 mammals and includes the basal ganglia nucleus Area X, the thalamic nucleus DLM (dorsal Regardless of the nature of social context and age effects on neural activity, these data 615 provide some insight into the process of adult vocal motor change. Our data demonstrate 616 that the temporal patterning of UD songs converge over time onto the temporal structure 617 of the FD songs of young adults (Figures 2 and 3) . By examining how both the UD and FD 618 songs of individual birds changed over time, we tested the hypotheses that the FD songs of 619 young adults served as stable targets for song plasticity ('target model') or that age-620 dependent changes simply reflect an change in vocal motor performance ('performance 621 model'), focusing on how FD song changed over time to distinguish between these models. The bird produced the syllables 'g' (black bar) and 'b' (white bar) following the branch 966 point 'fa', and the changes to both transitions across context and age were comparable. E: 
